Abstract: Sanya incoherent scatter radar (SYISR) is a newly developed phased array incoherent scatter radar in the low latitudes of China located at Sanya (18.3° N, 109.6° E), Hainan Province. The main objective of SYISR is to observe the ionosphere. Given its frequency and power, it should have the capability to observe the troposphere. In this study, we show several tropospheric wind experiments that may indicate radar function expansion and capability verification, although observing the troposphere will not be an operation mode in the future. Reliable radar echoes were detected by SYISR up to 20 km with a turbulence scale of 0.35 m and a frequency of 430 MHz. Generally, both the geometric (GEO) method and the velocity azimuth display (VAD) method give similar wind profiles. Above 10 km, the discrepancy between the two methods becomes nonnegligible. For the same method, the discrepancy above 15–20 km among winds derived from different zenith angle measurements is nonnegligible. The VAD methods give more reasonable results at higher altitudes. The standard deviation of the difference (SYISR radar minus the reanalysis data ERA5) for zonal wind and meridional wind was 1.1 m/s and 0.78 m/s, respectively. During rainfall, we can distinguish the spectrum of rainfall and atmospheric turbulence from the power spectrum according to the spectral widths and Doppler frequency shifts.
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1. Introduction

The Earth’s atmosphere is the layer of mixed gases that surrounds the earth. According to the changing characteristics of atmospheric temperature, from low to high altitudes, the atmosphere is divided into the troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere, and the escape layer. The lower atmosphere includes the troposphere, which is most closely related to human activities. Strictly speaking, it refers to the area of the Earth’s atmosphere from 0 to below 25 km above sea level [1]. It is the main area of weather changes and occupies more than 80% of the air quantity. Frequent violent convective movement and a large amount of water vapor impurities in the layer lead to clouds, rain, snow, and other weather phenomena. The troposphere is also the main source area of atmospheric fluctuations. Intense atmospheric activities can in turn lead to the excitation of convective gravity waves [2]. Therefore, it is very important to monitor the troposphere for studies of atmospheric circulation and climate change.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, with the development of radio technology, some advanced countries began to develop radiosondes to detect troposphere and
lower stratosphere horizontal wind. In 1936, Colwell et al. [3] and Watt et al. [4] detected atmospheric echoes from a level below 5 km using zenith radio waves with wavelengths of ~5 m in the United States and the United Kingdom, respectively. In the 1940s, many meteorological remote sensing devices were applied to atmospheric detection. In the troposphere, the random nonuniform distribution of the refractive index caused by turbulent motion is the main mechanism for the generation of radar echoes in this region [5]. In the tropopause and stratosphere, due to the existence of reverse humidity, there is a strong vertical uneven distribution of the refractive index. This vertical distribution structure can produce a Fresnel reflection phenomenon for vertically incident electromagnetic waves [6].

Radar technology, such as wind profiler radar and MST (mesosphere stratosphere and troposphere) radar, is a very powerful tool for remotely sensing the Earth’s atmosphere. Wind profiler radar can continuously provide the distribution of meteorological elements such as the atmospheric horizontal wind field, vertical wind field, and atmospheric refractive index structure constant with height [7]. The transmission power of wind profiler radar is usually at the kilowatt level, so the detection height of wind profiler radar is generally a few kilometers to more than ten kilometers. For the troposphere and stratosphere, MST radar is usually used in the very high-frequency (VHF) band [8]. In addition to observing the troposphere and stratosphere, MST radar, such as the Jicamarca radar in Peru, can also observe the thermal scattering of electrons in the mesosphere or the scattering echoes of electron clusters of a certain scale [9–12]. Jicamarca radar operates in a VHF band of 49.92 MHz and is capable of acquiring echoes in the troposphere, stratosphere, and mesosphere. However, the range resolution of Jicamarca radar is only 3000 m [13], which does not allow for finer wind field detection. The working frequency of middle and upper atmosphere (MU) radar is 46.5 MHz, and the peak transmission power can reach 1 megawatt (MW). A circular antenna array composed of 475 Yagi antennas can realize beam scanning in five directions [14–16]. SOUnding System (SOUSY) radar is a series of radar networks, and the first one is SOUSY Harz radar. After decades of development, the most representative one is SOUSY Svalbard radar for polar atmospheric observation research [17]. Its working frequency is 53.5 MHz and its peak power is 70 kW. It consists of 356 four-element Yagi antennas, the beam inclination angle is 5 degrees, and the inclined beams are northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest. With the funding of the National Major Scientific Project Meridian Chain Project (referred to as the Meridian Project), China has built two MST radar stations in Wuhan and Beijing. The frequencies of the Wuhan and Beijing MST radar stations are 53.8 MHz and 50 MHz, respectively. The antenna arrays of the Beijing and Wuhan MST radar systems are composed of 576 three-element linearly polarized Yagi antennas arranged in an equidistant 24 × 24 square matrix. The peak power is 172.8 kW, and the beam width is 3.2° [18–21]. The Arecibo radar station, built as an incoherent scatter radar in Puerto Rico, was also used to observe wind [22–27]. The Arecibo radar operated in the ultrahigh-frequency (UHF) band of 430 MHz and is similar to the wind profiler radar system. It can be used to observe the wind field in the troposphere, and its best height resolution is 150 m. Arecibo radar can obtain echoes at 30 km due to its advantages of high power and large aperture, but the time resolution is poor due to its mechanical rotation.

In Sanya (18.3° N, 109.6° E), a low latitude station in China, a phased array incoherent scatter radar (SYISR) was recently built. It transmits right-handed circularly polarized electromagnetic waves and receives left-handed circularly polarized echoes [28]. It consists of 128 subarrays, with a transmit peak power of 2 MW and an adjustable operating frequency band of 430–450 MHz, making it similar to the tropospheric wind profiler radar. SYISR uses the newest radar technologies, including an active digital phased array and all solid-state transmitting and digital receiving. It can switch beam pointing in milliseconds (ms) and set up any arbitrary beam as needed in the radar effective detection area, so it is suitable for tropospheric wind detection in a flexible way. To address the risk of large arrays during the construction of the SYISR, a preliminary tropospheric wind field experiment was carried out with eight subarrays (SYISR-8) [29] to obtain tropospheric wind field information, but
the effective detection height was less than 10 km. The consistency was evaluated first by comparing the wind results with SYISR-8, dedicated balloon-based global positioning system (GPS), and co-located radiosonde results. They showed similar altitude variations, indicating that the SYISR-8 could be used for wind profiling with reliable accuracy.

In this paper, we show the wind experiments performed by SYISR. In comparison with previous experiments using ISR for wind derivation, our radar has a more flexible beam configuration given its digital phase screening characteristic. This experiment can, on the one hand, expand the function of SYISR and, on the other hand, validate the capability of radar from a different perspective than ionospheric experiments. Note that the main objective of SYISR is ionosphere monitoring, and tropospheric observation experiments will not be a daily operational mode in the future.

2. Methods

To obtain three-dimensional wind field information, at least three noncoplanar beams are needed. Wind profiler radar and MST radar generally use five beams for wind field observations [7,18]. Given the fast beam switching and flexible beam pointing, we can actually set up many more than five beams at different elevations and azimuths as needed. We performed tropospheric wind experiments during three different time intervals during 17–21 July 2021, with different beam configurations (Table 1). The waveform used was a long pulse with a 2 μs pulse width, corresponding to a range resolution of ~300 m. The radar frequency used was 430 MHz. Three beam numbers, 9, 25, and 41, were tested. In all the experiments, radar sampled the echoes in the range of 1.8–45 km. As an illustration, a schematic of the configuration of 25 beams and 41 beams is shown in Figure 1. For the 25-beam experiment, as shown in Figure 1a, one beam had a zenith angle of 0°, the other tilt beam corresponded to a zenith angle of 15°, and the azimuth angle ranged from 0° to 345°, with an interval of 15°. For the 41-beam experiment, as shown in Figure 1b, one beam had a zenith angle of 0°, and the remaining 40 beams corresponded to zenith angles of 3°, 6°, 9°, 12°, and 15°. The corresponding azimuth angles were 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315°. For the 9-beam experiment (not shown in Figure 1), one beam pointed in the zenith direction, and the other eight beams had a zenith angle of 15°, with azimuths of 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315°. In the experiment, the radar beam stayed for 30 s in each direction, and one integral detection cycle completed scans in all beam directions.

In this study, we adopted the classic processing method of wind profile radar [18]. After averaging the echo signal in the time domain, removing the direct current (DC), fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum analysis, spectral averaging, noise reduction, removing ground clutter, and other steps, we obtained the power spectral density [30–33]. Based on the power spectral density data, the echo signal was identified, and the spectral moment was extracted to obtain the echo power intensity, radial velocity, spectral width, and other information. Then, assuming the consistency and continuity of the stable airflow, erratic data points were removed. Finally, the radial velocities were derived. Table 2 summarizes the main signal processing parameters used in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Pulse Mode</th>
<th>Beam Number</th>
<th>Starting Time</th>
<th>End Time</th>
<th>Start Gate (km)</th>
<th>End Gate (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Long pulse</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17 July 2021 08:50</td>
<td>18 July 2021 08:50</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Long pulse</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18 July 2021 18:30</td>
<td>19 July 2021 09:00</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Long pulse</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>21 July 2021 13:45</td>
<td>21 July 2021 22:00</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. (a) Schematic of 25 beams and (b) schematic of 41 beams.

Table 2. Signal processing parameter configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value 1</th>
<th>Value 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coherent integration times</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT points</td>
<td>256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral average times</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling frequency (MHz)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive bandwidth (MHz)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam dwell time (s)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans. pulse width (μs)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpulse period (μs)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using radial velocity to detect horizontal wind requires certain assumptions about the distribution of the horizontal wind field. One method uses the assumption of a horizontally uniform wind field. This method mainly calculates the horizontal wind field through a geometric (GEO) method. This method generally uses three beams to obtain the horizontal wind field. However, because the vertical velocity is relatively small, the vertical velocity error of the vertical beam measurement is large. In practice, five beams are used more frequently [18].

Assuming a uniform wind field, we can derive the horizontal wind velocity from the radial velocity obtained by the spatially scanned beams [32,34]. The formula is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
  u &= (V_{re} - V_{rz} \cos \theta) / \sin \theta \\
  v &= (V_{rn} - V_{rz} \cos \theta) / \sin \theta
\end{align*}
\]

where \( V_{re} \) is the radial velocity in the east direction, \( V_{rn} \) is the radial velocity in the north direction, and \( V_{rz} \) is the radial velocity in the zenith direction. \( \theta \) is the zenith angle corresponding to the tilt beam.

Another method of calculating the horizontal wind field is based on the linear wind field assumption. In the tropopause or stratosphere area, especially in areas with strong turbulence, the assumption of a linear wind field is closer to the real situation of the atmospheric wind field. When using the linear wind field assumption, the so-called velocity azimuth display (VAD) algorithm is usually used [35–38]. During scanning, the radial velocity on the same elevation circle can be used to estimate the horizontal winds.
The velocity components $V_x$ and $V_y$ may be expressed in terms of their value at the center of the scanned circle (subscript 0) and mean linear velocity terms, as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
V_x &= V_{x0} + \frac{\partial V_x}{\partial x} x + \frac{\partial V_x}{\partial y} y \\
V_y &= V_{y0} + \frac{\partial V_y}{\partial x} x + \frac{\partial V_y}{\partial y} y
\end{align*}
$$

(2)

where $x = r\cos\beta$, $y = r\sin\beta$, and $r$ is the horizontal range. In the analysis, the horizontal change in the vertical wind can be ignored. The radial velocity is expressed as

$$
V_R(\beta) = \frac{1}{2} rsin\theta \left( \frac{\partial V_x}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial V_y}{\partial y} \right) + V_{f0}\cos\theta - V_{x0}\sin\theta\cos\beta - V_{y0}\sin\theta\sin\beta - \frac{1}{2} rsin\theta \left( \frac{\partial V_x}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial V_y}{\partial x} \right) \cos2\beta - \frac{1}{2} rsin\theta \left( \frac{\partial V_x}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial V_y}{\partial x} \right) \sin2\beta
$$

(3)

where $\theta$ represents the zenith angle of the tilt beam and $\beta$ represents the azimuth of the beam. $V_R$ is positive toward radar, and $V_{f0}$ is positive downward.

The horizontal wind velocity is expressed as

$$
V_h = - \left( \frac{2}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} V_{Ri}\cos\beta_i \right)^2 + \left( \frac{2}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} V_{Ri}\sin\beta_i \right)^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} / \sin\theta
$$

(4)

where $M$ represents the number of beams with different azimuths.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Radial Velocity

When using SYISR for multibeam detection, a pulse is sent in different beam directions and a back-reflection signal is received within a detection cycle. Because the atmospheric turbulence echo is a random signal mixed with various clutter, the intensity is very weak, the pulsation is strong, and the spectrum is very wide. Therefore, data processing is needed. The I/Q signal contains the amplitude and phase information of the atmospheric echo signal.

Figure 2 shows an observational example of the power spectral Doppler frequency shift of eight tilt beams in the 9-beam experiment at 10:00 on 17 July 2021. To clearly show the Doppler frequency shift, we used dB as the unit of the echo power spectra. As shown in Figure 2, the effective echo power was obtained up to 20 km. The detection height increased by more than 10 km compared with that of the previous prototype SYISR-8. The main reason was that the radar transmitting power was much larger than that of SYISR-8. As the transmitting power increased, the corresponding detection capability increased. However, the effective detection height of radar was not only determined by detection power but also related to the transmitting frequency. Turbulence exists at different heights, but the intensity and scale of turbulence are different for different heights [39,40]. In the Arecibo observational experiment [27], the observable highest height varied from 20 km to 30 km, while that of SYISR was approximately 20 km. One important reason is that the power aperture product of Arecibo is much larger than that of SYISR, which may make the highest detectable height of Arecibo higher.

Figure 3 shows that, the Doppler shift of the two symmetrical azimuth beams had good symmetry, indicating good radar observations. The Doppler frequency shift above 10 km gradually increased in some directions. As shown in Figure 3d, the Doppler radial velocity in the southeast direction (Figure 3d) reached 3.6 m/s at 10:00 on 17 July 2021. Figure 3 also shows that the echo signal strength was relatively large below 10 km, while it became weak above 10 km, and the noise signal gradually became obvious.
Figure 2. Echo power spectrum corresponding to the eight azimuths of 0° (a) north, 45° (b) northeast, 90° (c) east, 135° (d) southeast, 180° (e) south, 225° (f) southwest, 270° (g) west, and 315° (h) northwest) with a zenith angle of 15°. The unit is dB, and the experiment time was 10:00 local time on 17 July 2021.

As a first step, we focused on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) variations versus height, zenith angle, and azimuth, as shown in Figure 4. The SNR generally decreased with increasing height, regardless of the zenith angle and azimuth. However, there was some abnormal enhancement, which was probably related to the enhanced turbulence activities. The SNR gradually decreased as the zenith angle increased, due to the corresponding variations in radar gain. For the azimuth distribution, the SNR was asymmetric for the geographically symmetric beams. However, the SNR was obviously larger in the south–north direction than that in the east–west direction, due to the beam width differences.
Figure 3. Derived Doppler velocity for the selected heights corresponding to Figure 2. ((a) north), 45° ((b) northeast), 90° ((c) east), 135° ((d) southeast), 180° ((e) south), 225° ((f) southwest), 270° ((g) west), and 315° ((h) northwest) with a zenith angle of 15°. The unit is m/s, and the experiment time was 10:00 local time on 17 July 2021.

3.2. Horizontal Wind Velocity

To evaluate and analyze the horizontal wind velocities calculated by the VAD and GEO methods, we used the data of 25 beams to calculate the horizontal velocities from 18:30 on 18 July 2021 to 09:00 on 19 July 2021, in experiment #2. The average horizontal winds and standard deviation were calculated in this period, as shown in Figure 5. The maximum zonal wind velocity was close to 12 m/s for the VAD and GEO methods, while the maximum meridional wind velocity was close to 5 m/s for the VAD method and 6 m/s for the GEO method. The zonal wind reached its maximum at 13 km for the VAD and GEO methods, and the meridional wind reached its maximum at 17 km for the VAD method and 18 km for the GEO method. The zonal and meridional winds obtained by the two methods below 10 km were almost the same. Above 10 km, the zonal and meridional winds obtained by the two methods were different. The standard deviations of the zonal and meridional winds calculated by the VAD method were smaller and varied insignificantly with height. The standard deviations of the GEO method roughly increased with height. The maximum standard deviations of the zonal winds obtained by the GEO and VAD
methods were 4.79 m/s at approximately 14 km and 2.81 m/s at approximately 17 km, but were 3.12 m/s and 2.55 m/s at a same height of 17 km for the meridional wind. In general, the standard deviations of the VAD method at all altitudes were smaller than those of the GEO method. Due to the difference between the fitting method of VAD and the decomposition method of GEO, the horizontal wind obtained by the VAD method was more stable when using 24-beam (except zenith angle 0°) data to solve the horizontal wind.

To further evaluate the wind results derived from different zenith angles, we used the 41-beam data from 13:45 to 22:00 on 21 July 2021 in experiment #3 for analysis. We calculated the horizontal velocity at different zenith angles by two methods. The mean height profiles of zonal and meridional wind are shown in Figure 6, corresponding to five different zenith angles. The zonal winds for five different zenith angles showed little difference for the VAD method and GEO method below 15 km, while they were obviously different above 15 km. This indicates that turbulent motion is not uniform, and the anisotropy of turbulent motion is not negligible above 15 km. Taking the VAD method as an example, the zonal wind velocities were 19.3 m/s, 15.5 m/s, 10.2 m/s, 6.4 m/s, and 3.3 m/s for zenith angles of 3°, 6°, 9°, 12°, and 15°, respectively, at 18.5 km. The meridional winds of the five different zenith angles determined by the VAD method were similar to those determined by the GEO method below 10 km. However, they were different above 10 km. Furthermore, the meridional wind velocities derived from the VAD method were 8.59 m/s, 6.49 m/s, 4.72 m/s, 3.74 m/s, and 2.20 m/s for zenith angles of 3°, 6°, 9°, 12°, and 15°, respectively, at 18.2 km. At heights of 10–15 km, the meridional wind measured at zenith angles of 15° and 3° was obviously different from that of the remaining three zenith angles. The meridional wind velocity measured at the zenith angle of 15° was much lower than that at the other three zenith angles, while it was much larger at the zenith angle of 3°. In the range of 15–20 km, the meridional wind velocities measured at the five different zenith angles had the greatest difference. The meridional wind velocities calculated by

Figure 4. Daily mean height distribution of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, dB) versus zenith angle ((a) azimuth = 45°) and azimuth (b) zenith angle = 12°) on 21 July 2021, in experiment #3.
the VAD method at the zenith angle of 3° and 15° reached a maximum of 10 m/s and 5 m/s, respectively, while the maxima derived from the GEO method were 11 m/s and 6 m/s, respectively.

**Figure 5.** Daily mean height distribution of zonal wind (a,c) and meridional wind (b,d) derived by the VAD (a,b) and GEO (c,d) methods during 17–18 July 2021, in experiment #2. The shaded area represents 1-σ standard deviation.

SYISR-8 is located in Nanjing, while SYISR is located in Sanya [29]. There are only two radiosondes in Haikou and Xisha, which are more than 100 km away from Sanya. As a result, wind field of radiosondes in Haikou and Xisha have no reference significance. Therefore, we used the reanalysis data to analyze the accuracy of wind velocity obtained by SYISR. Figure 7 shows altitude variation for SYISR data by the VAD method and the GEO method and the reanalysis data of ERA5 [41] from 15:00 on 21 July 2021. For the VAD and GEO methods, 41-beam data had five different zenith angles. Here we chose the result of the zenith angle of 6° as an example. It is clear from Figure 7 that the altitude variation for SYISR data using the GEO and VAD methods and reanalysis data of ERA5 are similar. In order to analyze the statistical properties of the difference, we compared SYISR data and the reanalysis data of ERA5 from 13:45 to 22:00 on 21 July 2021, in experiment #3. We calculated average deviation (assuming the reanalysis data ERA5 were true values) and
corresponding standard deviation of the difference (SYISR data minus the reanalysis data of ERA5) and plotted this in Figure 8. Here we used the SYISR result of the VAD method as an example. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the average deviation varied with altitude, and the average deviation remained within plus or minus 2 m/s at all altitudes. In addition, we can find that the standard deviations of the difference for zonal wind and meridional wind were 1.1 m/s and 0.78 m/s, respectively. These results indicate a good consistency despite the different principles of wind measurement in SYISR and the reanalysis data of ERA5. Therefore, the SYISR could be used for tropospheric wind observation with reliable accuracy, which further proves the radar function expansion and capability verification for SYISR.

Figure 6. Daily mean height distributions of zonal wind (a,c) and meridional wind (b,d) derived from the VAD (a,b) and GEO (c,d) methods for different zenith angles from 3° to 15° with increments of 3° (distinguished by colors) on 21 July 2021, in experiment #3.
of the zenith angle of 6° as an example. It is clear from Figure 7 that the altitude variation for SYISR data using the GEO and VAD methods and reanalysis data of ERA5 are similar.

In order to analyze the statistical properties of the difference, we compared SYISR data and the reanalysis data of ERA5 from 13:45 to 22:00 on 21 July 2021, in experiment #3. We calculated average deviation (assuming the reanalysis data ERA5 were true values) and corresponding standard deviation of the difference (SYISR data minus the reanalysis data of ERA5) and plotted this in Figure 8. Here we used the SYISR result of the VAD method as an example. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the average deviation varied with altitude, and the average deviation remained within plus or minus 2 m/s at all altitudes. In addition, we can find that the standard deviations of the difference for zonal wind and meridional wind were 1.1 m/s and 0.78 m/s, respectively. These results indicate a good consistency despite the different principles of wind measurement in SYISR and the reanalysis data of ERA5. Therefore, the SYISR could be used for tropospheric wind observation with reliable accuracy, which further proves the radar function expansion and capability verification for SYISR.

Figure 7. Height distributions of zonal wind (a) and meridional wind (b) derived from the VAD and GEO methods for zenith angles 6°, and the reanalysis ERA5 data (distinguished by colors) from 15:00 on 21 July 2021, in experiment #3.

3.3. Observation Results

We used the data from 9:00 on 17 July 2021 to 9:00 on 18 July in experiment #1 to analyze the variation in the radial velocity. In the 24 h observation experiment, rain occurred at approximately 15:00 on 17 July. Figure 9 shows the 24 h radial velocity measured with the west beam and south beam. According to Figure 9, the west beam and south beam detected a relatively large velocity of 6 m/s at approximately 15:00 because of the occurrence of rainfall. According to Figure 9a, there was an area where the radial velocity increased before rainfall at 10–20 km. The radial velocity appeared to be a large positive value before rainfall due to the large downward movement in this area. This may have been because the water vapor in the atmosphere was supersaturated and formed cloud droplets, which continued to accumulate and began to move downward, eventually forming rain. The westward velocity had a small positive value around 0–2 m/s at 5–10 km and a large negative value around 2–6 m/s at 12–20 km. The speed in the south direction reversed before and after rainfall in the range of 8–15 km. Before rainfall, the speed was positive,
and after rainfall, the speed was negative. The speed in the south direction was a small negative velocity except when the rain blew 8 km.

Figure 8. Daily height distribution of zonal wind average deviation (a) and meridional wind average deviation (b) derived by the VAD methods for zenith angle 6° on 21 July 2021, in experiment #3. Error bars represent 1–σ standard deviation.

Figure 10 shows wind barbs from 18:30 on 18 July 2021 to 9:00 on 19 July 2021, in experiment #2. The troposphere concentrates most of the water vapor, and it is the main area of atmospheric activity. Because troposphere gas is cold at the top and hot at the bottom, the troposphere presents significant characteristics such as strong vertical mixing of the atmosphere and uneven distribution of meteorological elements. Therefore, from the wind barbs, the atmospheric activity was strong below 13 km, and the horizontal wind velocity and direction changed rapidly. Within the height range of 13–20 km, the changes in horizontal wind velocity and wind direction were relatively small.
Figure 9. Radial velocity (m/s) for the west beam (a) and south beam (b) from 09:00 on 17 July 2021 to 09:00 on 18 July 2021, in experiment #1. The unit is m/s.

In the case of rainfall, the echo intensity of the rainfall is much stronger than that of the turbulent motion. It is therefore difficult to observe effective atmospheric turbulent echoes in rainfall environments [20]. As a result, it is necessary to distinguish the rain and turbulent echoes from the echo spectrum. In our experimental interval, we occasionally encountered a rainfall event at 15:00 on 17 July 2021, the spectrum of which is shown in Figure 11. According to the echo power spectrum of 8 azimuths in the rainfall environment, the Doppler shift of the rainfall was much higher than that of the atmospheric turbulent echo. Below 6 km, the velocity of turbulence was relatively low, the velocity of rainfall was relatively high, and the Doppler frequency shift of the two echoes was distinguishable. Another obvious feature was that the spectral width of the rainfall particles was much larger than that of the atmospheric turbulence. Rain always falls downward, so the rain echo always appears to the right of the atmospheric echo when the positive direction is approaching radar. Therefore, rain echoes and turbulent echoes can be clearly distinguished. From Figure 11, the atmospheric turbulence echo corresponding to the symmetrical beam showed good symmetry below 6 km. From the radial velocities in 8 azimuths, every azimuth had a positive Doppler frequency shift at 9–12 km, indicating that there was downward movement when rainfall occurred.
Figure 10. Wind barbs with respect to the local time and height from 19:00 on 18 July 2021 to 09:00 on 19 July 2021, in experiment #2. In addition to the shape of the array, the background color also represents the amplitudes of the wind. The unit is m/s.

Figure 11. Echo power spectrum during rainfall corresponding to the eight azimuths of 0° (a) north), 45° (b) northeast), 90° (c) east), 135° (d) southeast), 180° (e) south), 225° (f) southwest), 270° (g) west), and 315° (h) northwest) with a zenith angle of 15°. The unit is dB, and the experiment time is 15:00 local time on 17 July 2021.
4. Conclusions

Based on the newly built Sanya Incoherent Scatter Radar (SYISR), we implemented three different multiple-beam experiments with 9, 25, and 41 beams to profile tropospheric wind during 17–21 July 2021. The radial velocity of each beam was derived from the Doppler spectra after a series of preprocessing steps and FFT algorithms. The horizontal velocities were then estimated using both GEO and VAD methods under different assumptions. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:

1. In July, SYISR could obtain an effective echo of atmospheric turbulence up to 20 km. The measured SNR was determined by the intensity of the turbulence and controlled by the radar gain and beam width depending on the azimuth and elevation.

2. Generally, both the GEO and VAD methods gave similar wind profiles. With increasing height, the discrepancy between the two methods gradually became nonnegligible. This indicates that the anisotropy of turbulence becomes significant at higher altitudes; therefore, the linear variation rather than the constant wind assumption works better. For the same methods, the discrepancy at higher altitudes among wind velocities derived from different zenith angle measurements was nonnegligible.

3. By comparing the SYISR data with the reanalysis data of ERA5, the horizontal wind obtained by SYISR was in good agreement with the reanalysis data of ERA5, proving that SYISR can be used for tropospheric wind detection.

4. During rainfall, we can distinguish the spectrum of rainfall and atmospheric turbulence from the power spectrum according to the spectral widths and Doppler frequency shifts.
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